
By Lilyan Montori, Pacific Grove High School 

MONTEREY - Political activist Casey Davidson was acquitted of the murder of rival activist 

Alex Thompson yesterday at the Monterey County Courthouse. After two hours in the 

suffocating heat of the courtroom, Judge Larry Hayes concluded “Due to the amount of 

circumstantial evidence, the burden of proof was not met.” 

    Thompson was killed last September at a Mitch O’Cannity rally attended by both Thompson 

and Davidson. Davidson and Thompson were members of opposing political groups, Equality for 

All and the Ultra Nats, and had been in previous altercations centered around the rights of 

Tanterran immigrants, including one altercation at the rally in question.  

    Davidson’s defense built their case on instances of ambiguity concerning the blood found on 

Davidson’s clothes, the timeline of events, and the murder weapon. Several blood splatters were 

found on Davidson’s clothes after the rally, but there was contention in the courtroom as to the 

origin of the blood. Defense argued that the blood could have come from a nosebleed that 

Thompson sustained earlier in the day, but medical examiner Devon Morrison asserted that “The 

amount of blood is highly unlikely to have come from a simple nosebleed.”  

    Reasonable doubt was created by the multiple possible murder weapons present at the scene 

and the rally. Prosecutor Sarah Bitter insisted that the Davidson’s walking stick, found at the 

scene, was the definitive murder weapon. Bitter explained, “When Casey Davidson decided that 

speaking loudly wasn’t enough, she let her walking stick speak for her.” However, defense 

argued that there were multiple alternative weapons, including a bloody branch and numerous 

blunt objects carried by protesters.  



    Unidentified fingerprints on the walking stick caused further uncertainty regarding the identity 

of Thompson’s killer. As defense attorney Noor Elfarhen stated, “Anyone at that rally could be 

the potential killer.” 

    Prosecution attempted to portray Davidson’s alleged “violent nature” by citing several 

instances of disruption surrounding Davidson. An aggravated social media post made by 

Davidson, as well as a statement from journalist Hayden Rodriguez claiming, “Davidson was 

yelling at everyone who disagreed with her [at the rally]”, supported the prosecution’s case. 

Additionally, GPS records indicated that Davidson’s vehicle was present at Thompson’s house 

four times in the two weeks before the murder. Before the trial, defence motioned to dismiss the 

GPS evidence for violating the defendant’s 4th Amendment right to protection against unlawful 

searches, but Judge Hayes denied the motion. 

    Despite the efforts of the prosecution, the evidence against Davidson was ultimately 

circumstantial.  

    Additionally, a timeline of events presented by the defense and backed by a receipt from 

Acorn Tech Shop made it impossible for Davidson to have murdered Thompson in the allotted 

time, but an alternate timeline presented by prosecution disagreed. In the end, neither timelines 

could be confirmed.  

     

     

     

     

     
 


